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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

In 1911, Burnside published a paper [3] in the Proceedings of the London Mathe

matical Society settling a question he had raised while wTiting his Theory of Groups. 

He wanted to determine if there exists some outer automorphism of a group that 

maps every element into a conjugate element, something that is more commonly 

called an almost-inner automorphism. His 1911 paper answered that question in 

the affirmative. However, that question was considered unresolved from that time 

until the publication of a result by Wall [14]. He found a different group than 

Burnside, one that had order 32, while Burnside's groups had order of at least 729. 

We have four main objectives in this paper. First, we wish to bring Burnside's 

groups into modern terminology. Second, we want to give a clearer discussion of 

the relationship between almost-inner automorphisms and almost-conjugate sub

groups, similar to the relationship between inner automorphisms and conjugate 

subgroups. Third, we want to apply Burnside's groups to generate examples of 

number fields with the same ("-function. Finally, we shall give a new low êr bound 

for the number of Riemann surfaces that are isospectral, but not isometric. 

In Chapter II, we will provide basic definitions, along with some examples 

of almost-inner automorphisms and almost-conjugate subgroups of an algebraic 

number field. Chapter III will give an analysis of Burnside's work, and extend it 

to a general result for nonsingular groups. In Chapter IV we will show how graphs 

can be used to construct almost-conjugate subgroups. In Chapter V, we use the 

results from Chapter IV to generate nonisomorphic Number Fields with the same 



C-function. Finally, in Chapter VI, we will conclude by constructing a new lower 

bound for the number of isospectral, nonisometric Riemann surfaces. 



CHAPTER II 

INTRODUCTORY TERMS AND EXAMPLES 

2.1 Preliminary Definitions 

Let G be a finite group, g, h E G. 

The conjugacy class of g, denoted Cl{g), is the set {hgh~^\h E G}. 

Let C = {Cl{g)} be the set of conjugacy classes of G. 

An almost-inner automorphism is an automorphism cj) : G —^ G such that for each 

g E G, there is x^ G G such that 0(p) = Xggx~^. 

If Xg can be chosen independent of ^ G G, then cf) is an inner automorphism. 

We denote AI{G) the group of almost-inner automorphisms of a group G, and 

Inn{G) the group of inner automorphisms of a group G. Note that Inn{G) C 

AI{G). 

Two subgroups Hi and H2 of G are almost-conjugate if |G/(p) n i / i | = |C/(p) ni72| 

for all g E G, where | • | denotes the cardinality of the set. 

The commutator subgroup G' = IG,G] is the subgroup generated by {aba~^b~^\ 

a^bEG}. 

The center of G is Z = {g E G\gh = hg for all h E G}. 

A group G is two-step nilpotent if G' C Z. 

2.2 Gassman's Almost-Conjugate Subgroups 

In Gassman's 1926 paper [6], he gave two noncyclic subgroups of order four in 

56, namely, 

ffi = {(l),(12)(34),(13)(24),(14)(23)} 



and let 

H2 = {(1),(12)(34),(12)(56),(34)(56)}. 

One can check that Hi, H2 are almost-conjugate subgroups of Se, but are not 

conjugate, for each contains one element in the identity class and three elements 

from the class of products of two transpositions, no element belongs to any other 

class. 

2.3 Wall's and Gerst's Almost-Conjugate Subgroups 

In his 1948 article [14], G.E. Wall showed that if m is divisible by 8, then 

a b 
G= . . 

0 1 
aEVm^bEZ m I 1 

where U^ is the group of units in Z^. G then admits class-preserving outer 

automorphisms. Unaware of Wall's work, Gerst [7] performed an equivalent com

putation to find the following almost conjugate subgroups of G: Letting m = 8, 

the subgroups 

Hi = 

and 

Ho = 

1 0 \ / 3 0 \ / 5 0 \ / 7 0 

0 i j ' V o i j ' V o iJ 'VO 1 

1 0\ /3 4\ /5 4\ n 0 
0 i j ' l o i j ' l o iJ 'VO 1 

are almost conjugate. A straightforward computation shows that Hi and H2 are 

not conjugate, and for all g, \Cl{g) H Hi\ = \Cl{g) fl ^2!- The same can be said 

for the groups 

^^=^'i ;) '(o D'il i) '(o 1 



and 

--{ii °Mi :HI : ) G : 
The subgroups H3 and H4 are also almost-conjugate. Similar examples occur for 

any m divisible by eight. 

2.4 Komatsu's Almost-Conjugate Subgroups 

Let p be an odd prime. Let Hi = Zp x Zp x Zp and let H2 be the three-

dimensional Heisenberg group mod p 

H2= < \ 0 1 c a, 6, c e Z^ 

I \0 0 1/ 
Both Hi and H2 can be thought of as subgroups of the symmetric group Sp3 via the 

Cayley embedding. An expository explanation of the almost-conjugate conditions 

can be found in Brooks' paper [1], where he shows that the conjugacy class of g 

is determined by its decompositions into cycles. Each Hi contains p^ — 1 elements 

in the class of products of p^ p-cycles, one from the identity class, and none from 

any other class. What is most interesting in this case is that Hi is abelian but H2 

is not, so the two groups are not abstractly isomorphic. Brooks also gives a brief 

discussion on how to extend Hi, H2 to groups of order p^. 



CHAPTER III 

EXTENDING BURNSIDE'S RESULTS 

3.1 PreUminary Definitions and Theorems 

A group G is nonsingular if it is two-step nilpotent, and [•,x] : G —̂  Z is 

surjective for all x 0 Z. 

Proposition: Let G he nonsingular. Then Cl{x) = xZ for all x ^ Z. 

Proof: 

I: Show xZ C Cl(x) : [•,x] is surjective for all x ^ Z. So for all c G Z, c = 

yxy~^x~^, for some y E G. Then xc = ex = yxy~^x~^x = yxy E Cl(x). Thus 

xZ C Cl(x) for all X 0 Z. 

II: Show Cl(x) C xZ : yxy~^ = yxy~^x~^x = [y, x]x = ex for some c E Z. So 

Cl{x) C xZ. Therefore Cl{x) = xZ. • 

3.2 Generating Almost-Inner Automorphisms 

Let G be nonsingular, and let / G AI{G). li e E Z, we have /(c) = c, since 

Cl{c) = {c}. lly E G but y ^ Z, then by the above proposition, f(y) = y<t>{y), for 

some (f){y) E Z. We define <j){c) = 1 for c G Z. Then 0 : G —̂  Z is easily seen to 

be a homomorphism whose kernel contains Z. Thus </> induces a homomorphism 

4> : G/Z —> Z, ^{gZ) = <l){g). Conversely, given a homomorphism 7 : G/Z —> Z, 

we can define 7 : G -^ G by ^{g) = gy{gZ). Then 7 is easily seen to be a 

homomorphism. If ^ G Ker{'j), then gj{gZ) = 1, which impUes g = j(gZ)~^ G Z, 

which yields pZ = Z, so j{gZ)~^ = 1, which gives us p = 1. So 7 is one-to-one. 



Thus if G is finite, 7 G AI{G). We have shown that AI{G) ^ Hom{G/Z.Z). 

whereas Inn{G) ^ G/Z. 

Therefore if G/Z and Z are Zp vector spaces of dimension m.n respectively, 

then dim(A/(G)) = mn, dim(/n7i(G)) = m, and thus 

^im{AI(G)/Inn{G)) = m{n - 1). 

So, if dimzp(Z) > 1, we always get proper almost-inner automorphisms. 

3.3 Constructing Burnside's Group 

Let p be an odd prime. Let G be generated by the elements .4i, ,42, ,43, and ,44 

where Af = e, [̂ 1,̂ 12] = [A^^A,] = e, [A^As] = P, lAi,A,] = Q, lA2,A,] = PQ, 

and [^2,^4] = PQ~^. Then Z = {P,Q) is the center of G. Moreover, P and Q 

both have order p. Burnside explicitly exhibits this group as a group of complex 

matrices. 

Then Z can be regarded as a vector space over K = Z/pZ, and so can G/Z. We 

have diuiKZ = 2 and dim^G/Z = 4. At this point we will use additive notation 

for Z and G/Z since they are both abelian. 

Proposition: Define (j) : G/Z x G/Z -^ Z by (pigZ, hZ) = [g, h]. The mapping <j) 

is well-defined. 

Proof: Let gZ = g'Z, hZ = h'Z. So g' = gci and h' = hc2 for Ci, C2 G 

Z. Then [g',h'] = g'h'g'-^h'-^ = gcihc2{gci)-^[hc2)-^ = gcihc2C^^g~^C2^h-^ = 

ghg~'^h~^CiC2Ci^C2^ = ghg~'^h~^ = [g,h]. Thus (p is well defined. • 

Viewing G/Z and Z as vector spaces, we see that (j) is bilinear and skew-

symmetric. Therefore we have a commutative diagram: 



<s 

0 
G/Z X G/Z -^ Z 

Ai / 
A2(G/Z) i; 

where A^(G/Z) is the second exterior power of G/Z as a /^-vector space. A is the 

universal alternating form given by A(x, y) = x A y, and ip is A'-linear. Our goal 

is to show that G is nonsingular, that is, \-,^:G^'Z is surjective for g ^ Z. It 

suffices to note that each (f){-, gZ) is surjective for g ^ Z. 

3.4 Finding Almost-Inner Automorphisms of Burnside's Group 

We have (f){hZ,gZ) = ip{hZ A gZ) for each hZ, gZ. It suffices to show that 

ijj{- A gZ) is surjective whenever g ^ Z. Let â  = AiZ E G/Z, i = 1,... 4. Then a 

basis for A^(G/Z) is given by 

{tti A a2, ai A as, ai A a^, a2 A as, 0,2 A ̂ 4̂? ^3 A 04} . 

Let y = aai + ba2 + caa -f- da^, with a, b,c,d E K. Then 

[ai,2/] = cP-hdQ, 
[a2,2/l = c{P-rQ) + d{P-Q), 

[azM = -aP-b{P-\-Q), 

[a,,y] = -aQ-b{P-Q). 

Thus the matrix oiip{- Ay) : G/Z -^ Z with respect to the obvious bases is 

c c-\- d —a — b -b 

d c — d —b —a-^b 
( * ) 

We require this matrix to be of rank 2, whenever a, b, e, and d are not all zero. 

From the last two columns of (*) we have 



= a^- 2b' 
—a — b —b 

-b -a-\-b 

Let 6 7̂  0. Then â  - 26̂  = 0 =» {a/b)^ = 2 =4> 2 is a quadratic residue in K. 

Similarly, if a 7̂  0 and â  - 26̂  = 0, 2 is a quadratic residue. So if 2 is a quadratic 

non-residue of K, then the determinant is nonzero, thus (*) is of rank 2. 

Likewise, we can analyze the first two columns of (*), yielding: 

= {c-df-2d\ 
e c-\- d 

d c — d 

As above, if d 7̂  0 or c / 0, and 2 is a quadratic nonresidue, then the determinant is 

nonzero. So (c—d)^ —2d̂  = 0 =^ [{c—d)/d]'^ = 2 =4- 2 is a quadratic residue. Again, 

if 2 is a quadratic non-residue of K, then the determinant is nonzero, making (*) 

of rank 2. 

Therefore, each [•,?/], y 7̂  0, is a surjective map if 2 is a quadratic non-residue 

in K. However, if a; = \/2 E K, then a = LJ,b = d = 1, and c = a; -t-1 makes (*) 

of rank 1. 

3.5 Legendre Symbols 

Since we are interested in the case where 2 is a quadratic nonresidue of the 

field K = Zp, we will discuss Legendre symbols: If p denotes an odd prime, then 

the Legendre symbol ( - I is defined to be 1 if a is a quadratic residue of K and 

— 1 if a is a quadratic nonresidue of K . 

Since we want 2 to be a quadratic nonresidue, we want f - J = - 1 . According 

to Leveque [9], 
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which gives us p = 3 or 5 (mod 8). By Dirichlet's theorem on primes in arithmetic 

progressions, there are infinitely many primes p with p = 3 (mod 8) and infinitely 

many with p = 5 (mod 8). Evidently then, p = 3 is the smallest prime for which 

Burnside's group is nonsingular. 

For these special values of p, Burnside's group G is nonsingular. We then have 

dimzpZ = 2, dim^pG/Z = 4, and so 

dim{AI{G)/Inn{G)) = 4. 

Therefore, we can find p'^ pairwise nonconjugate automorphisms of G which are 

almost-inner but not inner. 



CHAPTER IV 

USING GRAPHS OF FUNCTIONS TO OBTAIN 

ALMOST-CONJUGATE GROUPS 

4.1 Preliminary Definitions 

Let / G Aut{H). The graph of / , denoted Gf, is the group {{h, f{h))\ h E H}. Gj 

is a subgroup oi H x H. Also, H = Gf for any automorphism / . 

4.2 Using Graphs to Find Almost-Conjugate Subgroups 

We denote by A the identity graph, A = {{9,g)\g ^ H}. Conjugation in 

HxH is given by (a, /?)(/i, h'){a, (3)-^ = {aha-\ (3h'(5-^). So the conjugacy class 

ClHM{h,h')) = ClH{h)xClH{h'). 

Suppose {h,h') E A. Then h = h'. We then have {aha'^, 3h3-^) E Of. Thus 

aha-'^ = l3hp-\ So |A n Cl{h, h')\ = \Cl{h)\ when h = h'. and zero elsewhere. 

This idea works the same way when working with Gf when / is an almost-

inner automorphism: If {h, h') E Gf, then Cl{h) = Cl{h'). Then |A fl Cl[h. h')\ = 

\Cl{h)\ = \Cl{h')\. So any two almost-inner automorphisms have graphs that are 

almost-conjugate in H x H. 

If Gf is conjugate to Gf, then / is conjugate to / ' : {aha~^,pf{h)3~^) E Gf. 

which implies f'{aha~^) = Pf{h)P~^. Since / ' is a homomorphism, we have 

/ ' ( a ) / ' (A) / ' (a ) - '= / J / ( / i ) / J - ' . 

So given any two almost-inner, nonconjugate automorphsisms / , / ' and a group 

H, we can construct a pair of almost-conjugate non-conjugate subgroups Gf and 

Gf,. 

11 
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If we let H be Burnside's group, for a suitable p such that H is nonsingular. 

we find that G = H x H contains p^ almost-conjugate subgroups that are pairwise 

nonconjugate. Each of them is isomorphic to H, so each has order p^ and index p^ 

in G. The use of graphs to construct almost-conjugate subgroups was introduced 

by Guralnick [8]. 



CHAPTER V 

CONSTRUCTING NONISOMORPHIC NUMBER FIELDS WITH 

THE SAME C-FUNCTION 

5.1 Galois Extensions and The Riemann ("-function 

For an algebraic number field K, let OK = {k E K\f{k) = 0 for some monic 

/(x) G Z[x]}. OK is a Dedekind domain. Let / be a proper ideal of OK, and let 

N{I) = \OK/I\. Then 

a(.) = E m- = n T^j}^p^-
I ideal Fj prime ^ ' 
of Oi( in Oj( 

Kronecker asked a question that can be phrased as, "When is (K = C :̂'? The 

algebraic number fields K and K' are arithmetically equivalent if (^K = QK'-

Following Gassman [6], let L over Q be a Galois extension with group G, H, 

H' subgroups of G. Then when H, H' are almost-conjugate subgroups of G, we 

have 

L 

/ \ 

K = L'' L"' = K' 

\ / 

where K, K' are fixed points of H, H', respectively. Under these circumstances. 

CK = CATS and K is not isomorphic to K' if H and H' are not conjugate. According 

to Perils [10], any such K and K' with the same C-fnnction must arise in this 

manner. 

13 
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5.2 Constructing Number Fields with the Same C-function 

Reichardt [11] showed the existence of a Galois extension L over Q with a 

given finite nilpotent Galois group (in our case, H x H.) Gassman [6] showed that 

intermediate fields corresponding to almost-conjugate subgroups ha\'e the same 

C-functions. Conversely, isomorphic intermediate fields correspond to conjugate 

subgroups. We then have p^ fields Ki, ..,Kp4, all of degree p^, and all having the 

same C-function with no two isomorphic. 



CHAPTER VI 

A LOWER BOUND ON THE NUMBER OF ISOSPECTRAL. 

NONISOMETRIC RIEMANN SURFACES 

6.1 An Introduction to Spectral Geometry 

An n-chart is a homeomorphism between a neighborhood of a topological space 

M and a neighborhood in R". Two n-charts f : U ^ V , g : U' -^ \'' are smoothly 

related if the transition function f\u^ui o g~^\cnu' is a C^ function on R"̂ . An 

atlas is a collection of n-charts whose neighborhoods in the topological space form 

a cover of that space. By considering maximal sets of such n-charts, M obtains a 

differentiable structure. 

A closed manifold A^ is a compact Hausdorff topological space possessing an 

atlas and no boundary. A smooth function / is a function / :Ai ^ R so that for 

each chart 0 : C/ —> R", / o 0"^ is a smooth function from (piU) to R. The ring 

of germs of smooth functions at m, denoted C°°{m) for m G A4 . is the collection 

of equivalence classes of ordered pairs {U, f) defined in the following manner. Let 

C/ be a neighborhood oi m E M , and let / : (7 ^- R be a smooth function. 

Then we can define the equivalence {U, f) ~ [V, g) if f\ur\v = glunv- The element 

(t/, / ) -I- (V, g) is defined to be {U nV, f -{- g), and one can similarly define fg and 

f-9-

The local coordinates for a chart {U, f) is the set {xi = PiO f}. where Pi : R" —̂  

R is the canonical projection Pi{ai,a2, ...,an) = CLi]^ = !> -M^- The tangent space 

of M at m, denoted Tm{M), is the set of all point derivations d : C°°{m) -* R 

so that d{fg) = d{f)g{m) 4- f{m)d{g), and d is R-Unear. A basis for T^{M) is 

15 
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I ̂ l " i r ^̂ ^ local coordinates Xi, ...Xn E R". 
'̂  * J i = l , . . , m 

An inner product in Tm{M) can be specified by ( ^ , ^ ) = gij. where gij 

is the the ijth. element of a symmetric, positive definite matrix g. We can choose 

these gij{m) so that the metric varies smoothly from point to point, that is. each 

gij is a smooth function of M . This defines a Riemannian metric on M . 

The Laplace-Beltrami operator A, also known as the Laplacian of M, operates 

on a smooth function / by 

A / = -div(grad/). 

In our local coordinates, 

\Q\ ^ dxi V dx-i 

where |^| denotes the determinant of {gij)ij, and g^^ is the zjth element of g~^, the 

inverse of the matrix g. 

The spectrum of a closed manifold M is the collection of eigenvalues counted 

with multiplicities. It is known that on closed manifolds, the spectrum is a discrete 

set 0 = Ai < A2 < A3 < ... t oo, with no limit points except at infinity. Two 

manifolds are isospectral if their spectra (including multiplicities) are identical 

(with finite multiplicities). 

For example, in the case of R", our matrix g would be the Identity matrix of 

order n, and the Laplacian A / would be J^- — ̂ / , which gives us an increasing 

sequence of eigenvalues of / . 

The fundamental group 7ri(A^) is the group of free homotopy classes of all loops 

on the manifold M. . 



Theorem 6.1 (Sunada [12]) Suppose Hi, H2 are almost-conjugate subgroups of 

G and Ai is a compact manifold with a surjective homomorphism 7ri(A4) —> G. Let 

Ml, M2 by two Riemannian coverings of M such that 7ri{Mi) = f~^{Hi), where 

i = 1,2. Then Mi and M2 are isospectral but are not necessarily isometric. 

A compact Riemann surface is a compact two-manifold such that if we identify 

R^ with C in the usual way, the transition functions for the charts are holomorphic. 

Any such surface is topologically a sphere with g handles; the integer g is the 

genus of the surface. Any Riemann surface has a canonical Riemannian metric. 

An excellent development of a differential structure on a topological space, and 

Riemann surfaces in particular, is given by Buser [4]. 

Theorem 6.2 (Tse [13]) For arbitrarily large genus g, there exist at least Cy/g 

mutually isospectral Riemannian surfaces of genus g that are not isometric, where 

c is a positive constant. 

6.2 Applying Sunada's Theorem 

Let M be any connected manifold. The coverings of M correspond to sub

groups of TTi{M), with the identity corresponding to the universal covering, and 

'Ki{M) corresponding to the manifold A^. If (j): 7ri(A^) ^ G is surjective, then the 

covering corresponding to ker{(j)) is a normal covering ip : M' -^ M. U H C G, 

then ker{(l)) C (t)~'^{H), so the cover MH corresponding to (f)~^{H) is intermediate 
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to ip, that is, we have a commutative diagram of coverings: 

M' 

\ 

ij 

M 

M, H 

/ 

For our group H x H, we can start with M, a smooth surface of genus four. 

We obtain covers Mf corresponding to different graphs Gf. In order to have 0 be 

a surjective mapping, it is sufficient for: 

'^liM) = ( ai,Pi,a2,P2:--:C^4,/34 

So if we let 

n[«-A]=1 
i = l 

0: ai 

Pi 

0L2 

Pi 

OiZ 

Pz 
Oi\ 

04 

H-> 

h-> 

1-^ 

1—>• 

1—> 

h ^ 

1—> 

1-^ 

{Ai,e) 

(^2,e) 

{A3,e) 

{A4,e) 

{e,Ai) 

(e,^2) 

(e,^3) 

( 6 , ^ 4 ) , 

then the above criterion that <?i>(nz=i[ î'AD = ^ is satisfied. For example, [Q;I,^I] 

is mapped to [{Ai,e), {A2, e)] = ([Ai, A2], e) = (e, e), that is, each [ai. Pi] is mapped 

to the identity. So 0 : 'Jri{M) -^ H x H is a surjective homomorphism. 

Sunada [12] shows how intricate results about discrete groups of isometrics of 

the hyperbolic plane can be used to obtain metrics such that all the surfaces in

volved are Riemann surfaces and all the coverings Riemannian coverings in such a 

way that H x H is the isometry group of M'. Since there are p'* such nonconjugate 
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almost-inner automorphisms for Burnside's group, it follows that there must be 

p^ nonconjugate, almost-conjugate subgroups oi H x H, and as a result, p^ pair-

wise isospectral, and pairwise nonisometric coverings (since the almost-conjugate 

subgroups cannot be conjugate in the isometry group of M'). 

6.3 A Lower Bound on the Number of 

Isospectral Riemann Surfaces 

By the Riemann-Hurwitz formula [5], the genus of our surface corresponding 

to Gf is given by 

g = l + [HxH:Gf]{g,-l), 

where ô = 4 is the genus of our base manifold M.. From Chapter \'', we have 

[HxH: Gf] = p^. Thus from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, the genus is ^ = 

1 4- 3p^. We calculated that the number of isospectral, nonisometric surfaces of 

genus g is A (̂̂ ) = p^. Thus, 

The number of isospectral, nonisometric surfaces of genus g is at least approxi-

2 2 

mately 3~3p3 as ^ tends to infinity. 

This improves Tse's result of N{g) ~ eg^ [13]. A dramatically better lower 

bound has recently been obtained by Brooks, Gornet, and Gustafson [2]. 
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